BERKELEY, Calif. November 3, 2021 – Youth activists with 350 Bay Area, the regional climate action organization, are marching on Saturday, November 6th in response to the world leaders who are currently meeting in Glasgow for the 26th Conference of Parties (COP26) Global Climate Summit. The youth-led Mobilizing Team of 350 Bay Area’s is marching in solidarity with climate groups around the globe to call attention to this major moment in the fight against the climate crisis globally.

“Historically, conferences like COP26 have often failed to deliver the results promised. There is no longer time to accept empty environmental rhetoric from politicians. Broad and loud voices from the public demanding actual change remain crucial in times like these. Although Saturday’s march is youth-led, we need all communities or all ages to join us. We need bold action from our global leaders now,” said Ava Stern, 350 Bay Area 350 Bay Area Mobilizing Team member and climate youth activist.
BAY AREA MARCH for COP26 DETAILS

- **What**: A non-violent, youth-led community climate march
- **When**: This Saturday, November 6, 2021 at 11:30AM - 2PM
- **Where**: Meeting at Sproul Plaza Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94720 and marching around Berkeley
- **Who**: Young climate activists of 350 Bay Area organized this event in coalition with most major climate groups in the Bay Area, including Youth vs Apocalypse, Sunrise Movement, Fridays for the Future, and at least six other major climate groups.
- **Visuals**: Thousand(s) of young people marching with signs calling out world leaders in Glasgow for the kickoff of this International Day of Action. Art, posters and people giving performances at 1pm at Berkeley Civic Center Park.

**MEDIA CONTACT**: Interviews are available or for questions about the event

Nik Evasco, Youth Climate Organizer and Program Lead
350 Bay Area

t: 415-847-9659
e: nik@350bayarea.org